
Revolutionise the way you bake
Specifically, and Carefully
developed for the Baking Industry

BlueE900 is a pan release
emulsion with game changing
advantages 

No More Oil. Blue E900 is a
water-soluble pan release
emulsion.

A GMO and allergen-free, all-natural
water-soluble pan release made with

Coconut Oil and Rapeseed Lecithin.



BlueE900 is a pan
release emulsion
with game
changing
advantages that
include:

Superb release capabilities with applaudable results.01

A pan release emulsion that is synonymous with
savings.

BlueE900 can be applied easily and economically by
using our B1 Airless Spray Machine.
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04 Instantly turn your bakery into more Hygienic
Workspace



Benefits of our
BlueE900 Pan
Release Emulsion

Superb release capabilities
Made possible by carefully
selecting and combining a unique
list of ingredients, complimenting
each other to form the perfect
release emulsion.

Synonymous with savings.
Only 1 to 2 grams of release
emulsion is necessary for the
perfect release, it all depends on
the quality of your bread pans and
their coating - we recommend a
silicon glaze coating.

Spend less time on cleaning
overspray.
Using our low-cost airless spray
machine will ensure you're not
wasting release emulsion due to
over-spray which is common in
compressed-air spray machines.
You'll also save time as you'll
have significantly less over-spray
to clean.
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No more brushing.
Our cost-effective Bl airless
spray-machine will save your staff
heaps of time as they'll be able to
apply the product with a
convenient spray, instead of
wasting time brushing it on.
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Save Electricity
Due to the drastic drop of
residue/carbon build-up on pans-
the bakery will be able to turn
down the heat on the ovens as
they won't need to bake through
layers of carbon.
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No more sending pans away.
The biggest saving, without a
doubt, will be the time and money
saved by not having to constantly
send away your pans to have
them cleaned and re-coated, due
to the uncanny build-up of
residue/carbon. BlueE900 is a
water-soluble emulsion which
creates virtually no residue build-
up.
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Applied Easily and Economically
BlueE900 is a very consistent
water-soluble emulsion with the
perfect viscosity which makes it
possible to spray it with a low-
cost airless spray machine.
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Benefits of our
BlueE900 Pan
Release Emulsion

Instantly turn your bakery into a
more Hygienic Workspace
No more unhygienic brushing,
rolling or dipping of dough- this
old-school, time-consuming,
messy and unhygienic method
will be replaced by a swift and
hygienic method which is
unbeaten. Any over-spray or
spilled emulsion can be cleaned
easily with cold water.
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Clean as you use
BlueE900 will aid in cleaning the
pans, should they have any
residue/carbon build-up due to
previously-used oils. This will
happen naturally as you use
BlueE900 due to it being a water-
soluble emulsion
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B1 Airless Spray Machine
The perfect spray machine for the smaller sized bakery or the

perfect backup for any bakery.
 

Quick & Hygienic
This handheld spray machine allows for a quick, hygienic spray every time, saving on emulsion and time, which in return saves you money.

 

Easy Installation
The installation of the Bl is quick and easy and should only take a mere 10 minutes

 

The Bl Airless Spray Machine operates very quietly which is due to the absence of a noisy air compressor.
 

Quiet Operation


